
The Elements table is designed in a timeless, linear design characterized by wide, solid table legs that
guarantee physical stability and create visual solidity. For the table top, different variations of large or
smaller tops with subtly matt surfaces or glossy colours are available:
For a monochrome, tone-on-tone impression, minimalists can choose large, one-piece ceramic tiles
that perfectly complement the anthracite-coloured frame in a choice of ten matt grey and natural
shades.

For those who prefer a more colourful and lively look, the table top can also be composed individually
from five rectangular panels in different colour combinations and geometric arrangements. In addition
to the ten matte ceramic colours, high-quality glazed lava stone tiles from Italy in Turquoise, Red, Royal
Blue or Gold complete the selection. Each of these Lava stone tiles has been hand-made and is a unique
piece of craftsmanship.

Thanks to its minimalist design language, its modern mix of materials and the large selection of stylish
neutral and lively colours, Elements table add a stylish look to any outdoor dining room.
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Designer: Povl Eskildsen (DK)

Material Frame: Aluminium 

Material Table Top: Ceramic/ Lava Stone

Colours Frame:  Anthracite

Colours Table Top solid: Ceramic in 10 grey and natural shades

Colours Table Top multi-part Ceramic in 10 grey and natural shades / Lava Stone in Turquoise, Red, 
Royal Blue or Gold

Dimensions: L250cm x W100cm x H75cm / L300cm x W100cmx H75cm

Dimensions Legs: 16cm x 7cm
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About solpuri
solpuri - inspired by the sun "sol" and inspired by design "puri": Since 2006, solpuri designs and
manufactures exclusive outdoor furniture by combining the energy of the sun with the clarity of
successful design. The designs carry life outside to open up new, sensual living spaces there. Attention
to detail, timeless and modern interpretations of legendary Bauhaus designs and a commitment to the
highest levels of comfort and quality are the hallmarks of solpuri outdoor furniture. Each piece of
furniture is made of the highest quality materials by using the most modern production techniques
combined with traditional craftsmanship under strict consideration of a careful sustainable use of
resources.

www.solpuri.com
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